College Park Infant School – Spring 2 2020 Curriculum Newsletter – Year 2

Our theme for this half term is:

The Wonderful World of Roald Dahl
We will be:

English





Improving our spelling and using it accurately
when we are writing.
Using a wide of vocabulary and conjunctions in
our writing.
Using a wider range of sentence starters.
Writing in a variety of different styles:
recounts; revolting recipes; letters and
character descriptions.

Science





Understand the terms ‘living’ ‘died’ & ‘never
alive’.
Learning about living things in their habitats.
Understand the suitability of a habitat to the
animals that live there.
Explore simple food chains.

R.E.




Learning about Holi festival celebrations
(Hinduism)
Understanding the importance of The Easter
Story to Christians.
Exploring the theme of ‘belief’

Art




Making a Modroc puppet based on a character
from a Roald Dahl book.
Adding facial features to our puppet.
Using paint to colour mix our own colours.

Maths







Revisiting all four number operations.
Applying the inverse to solve missing number
problems.
Solving a range of problems by choosing the
correct strategy.
Apply our number bond knowledge up to 20.
Learning about fractions of shapes and
numbers.

Computing




Retrieve and edit our short animation.
Learning about the importance of e-safety.
Being able to talk about being safe online.

Music





Improving skills playing the glockenspiel.
Understanding how to read and create a
graphic score.
Be able to compose a short tune using a
graphic score.
Listening to and discussing music composed
for The BFG book.

P.E.



Take part in school Wake & Shake routines
Through Contemporary Dance
- create a sequence of movements
- learn how to control our body movements
- perform dances to a small audience

How you can support your child.




Share Roald Dahl books at home, talking about the characters.
Continue to read with your child, little and often. Encourage them to answer questions by looking
back at the text and explaining how they know.
Help to complete the Topic Homework activities for this term.

We are intending to organise a few more WOW events for this academic year, including one coach trip, if
possible. We will inform you as soon as we have the details as parental contributions will be requested to
run these different events.

